
FieldVisionTM

Streamlined Environmental Data Recording and Reporting

Tired of hauling pen and paper into the field at a time when 
everything else can be done on your phone or computer? You 
shouldn’t have to.

Traditional environmental data collection takes time and leaves room 
for costly compliance errors. With FieldVision, your company can 
quickly collect and report on data at a fraction of the cost and effort. 

WHAT IT IS
FieldVision is a customizable software platform for consistent and 
compliant mobile field data collection and reporting. Workflow and 
collaboration are supported by advanced scheduling and notification 
features. Reliable and secure recordkeeping are supported by cloud-
based data storage. FieldVision can be used for a broad spectrum of 
compliance programs, including:

• Carbon canister inspections
• Drain inspections
• Spill Prevention, Control, and Countermeasure (SPCC) 

inspections
• Tank inspections
• Surface water inspections

While it comes with standard compliance applications in place, 
FieldVision is designed as a configurable platform, which means 
it can be entirely customized to meet your individual facility, site, 

or project needs. If you’re tracking compliance for one regulatory 
program or fifteen, FieldVision can account for the unique 
specifications of each. 

HOW IT WORKS
Right now, environmental data collection isn’t as easy as it should 
be. Traditionally, it has involved manually tracking compliance 
deadlines and heading out into the field to write down data in a 
notebook. Often, this results in having to transfer data onto clean 
paper or into Excel back at the office. This cumbersome process 
inhibits collaboration, increases the likelihood of erroneous data, and 
complicates records retention, leaving you with limited confidence in 
your data and compliance.  

With FieldVision, the field technician is notified of a required action 
automatically, collects the data, enters it directly into a mobile 
phone or tablet, and the data is immediately uploaded to the secure 
FieldVision platform. The user can then easily generate dashboards 
and reports with the click of a button—no transcribing numbers, 
manual counting, or guesswork. Complete, current, and correct data 
are always available at the click of a button.

WHAT IT CAN DO FOR YOU
• Save valuable time in the field and office
• Decrease costs associated with paper record storage
• Facilitate collaboration through technology-driven workflow
• Reduce data inaccuracies and compliance risks
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